SCORING FOR NO-TRUMP VULNERABLE CONTRACTS

NOTE: If your contract is N No-Trump, you must take at least 6+N tricks.

Did you make your contract?

YES

How many tricks did you miss by?
– 100 points per trick

NO

TRICKS
7th Trick – 40 points
8th Trick and more – 30 pts each

What was the contract?

1 OR 2 NT

3, 4 OR 5 NT

6 NT

7 NT

PART-SCORE 50 point bonus

GAME 500 point bonus

SMALL SLAM 1250 point bonus

GRAND SLAM 2000 point bonus

1. If your contract is 3 NT, what is your score if you take:

   7 tricks? ______; 8 tricks? ______; 9 tricks? ______; 10 tricks? ______; 12 tricks? ______

2. If your contract is 1 NT, what is your score if you take:

   6 tricks? ______; 7 tricks? ______; 8 tricks? ______; 9 tricks? ______; 12 tricks? ______

3. If your contract is 6 NT, what is your score if you take:


4A. After two hands, find two different ways that your score could be 810.

4B. After two hands, find one way that your score could be 560.

4C. After two hands, find one way that your score could be 1820.